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THE NATIONAL TRUST

IN FOOD WE TRUST

With 200,000 hectares of farmland and 1,500 farm tenants, the National Trust is one of the
country's biggest landowners and well-placed to source food locally,
as Jenny Linford finds out

Local Flavour
When it comes to traceability and
provenance, the National Trust – one of
the country’s major landowners, with
land including 200,000 hectares of
farmland with 1,500 farm tenants – is
well-placed with regard to sourcing food
locally.
As head of food and farming at the
National Trust, Rob Macklin’s role is to
promote both environmentally
responsible agriculture and support
quality food from its farms. “The
advantage of the National Trust is that
we can take a long term vision,” he
explains. “I’d like us to be known for
good quality food production, so that the
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ince it was founded in 1895, the
National Trust has sought to
preserve some of Britain’s most
beautiful countryside, coastline
and historic properties, and in
keeping with current times,
using sustainably produced, local food is
increasingly important.
Michelin-starred chef, Angela Hartnett
has taken on the advisory role of the
Trust’s food ambassador, working to
improve the quality of the food at
properties and to promote local
ingredients. Her appointment is part of
an imaginative new food policy which the
National Trust is undertaking, offering a
holistic, joined-up, from farm to plate
approach.
“We have Our Own Food movement,
using ingredients from our kitchen
gardens, in-house farms and tenants,”
explains Harry Heeley, hospitality
director for the National Trust. “We know
that a lot of our properties sell the same
things – scones, certain cakes, but we
want to buy our fresh ingredients
regionally and locally. People rightly
want local food and low food miles.
“People also want local flavours – and
that’s how they can connect to spirit of
place. We’re encouraging and helping
properties to make sure that a large part
of their menu reflects their locale. It’s
very exciting. Hopefully you’ll have this
alchemy of great quality food, made
using ingredients from the wider
National Trust family, by really good
cooks using excellent recipes.”

array of farms we have can play to their
strength. We have a lot of grass-fed beef
for example, as we look after 150,000
hectares of graze-able land.”
Increasingly the National Trust is
looking to source foods for its shops and
cafes from its tenant farmers. Apple juice
maker Jeremy Benson, who rents land
on the Sherborne Estate in
Gloucestershire, is an example, with his
apple juices now stocked in all National
Trust cafes.
In 2006, the National Trust’s Fine
Produce Awards were set up to celebrate
and encourage those innovative tenant
farmers looking to add value to what
they produce. A “rigorous” judging
process means that the Awards are well-

respected. Last year, F. Conisbee & Son
were overall winners.
“They’re a family of producer
butchers, making salt beef from their
cattle which they graze at our Polseden
Lacey estate – exemplary, really. The
people that enter the Awards are the
type of producers we want to encourage;
they’re proud, they’re keen and put a lot
of effort into what they do.”

Field to Fork
A visit to a café while at a National Trust
property is very much part of the visitor
experience. The hospitality aspect is an
important source of income for the
Trust, with revenue from the cafes going
back to the properties.

The man charged with making sure
that the food you eat is good quality and
also fulfils important sourcing criteria is
the Trust’s national development chef,
Clive Goudercourt. Before his current
role, Clive was head chef at the National
Trust’s Clumber Park property.
“I spent five years there and worked
and lived the Trust’s ethos on food if you
like,” he explains. “Clumber Park has
over four and a half acres given to
growing fruit and vegetables. As chef
there I was self-sufficient in salad leaves
and in rhubarb!”
Over 120 different rhubarb varieties
are grown at Clumber, which Clive used
to create everything from rhubarb juice
drinks to pork and rhubarb rissoles for
the café. He relished using the heritage
produce grown at Clumber Park. “There
was a yellow cauliflower, called Cheddar,
so, of course, I used that to make
cauliflower cheese!” he laughs.
“Using our own-grown vegetables is a
nice point of difference, a way of
engaging with our customers. One of the
first things I ask, when I visit properties
in my current role, is have you got an
active kitchen garden and what are they
producing for you?”
Clive is putting together a collection of
the bestselling National Trust recipes for
all the properties to use, with cakes and
bakes naturally playing an important
part. “We have a really good recipe for
scones, with a nice light crumb,” he says
with satisfaction. “Scones are something
that people hold very dear!”
His vision is clear. “I want the food
offer to become a compelling part of a
National Trust visit. I want people to say
we’re going to a NT property, we’re going
to eat out there because the food will be
fantastic – then I can hang up my apron
and retire!”
A fine example of how the National
Trust is using local ingredients from its
own orchards and kitchen gardens can
be seen at Barrington Court in Somerset,
where visitors can buy and enjoy the
property’s own cider made with apples
from its 10-acre orchard.
Rachel Brewer, National Trust
gardener and ‘pommelier’, is in charge of
the area’s cider and apple juice scheme,
which started in response to the
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I want people to say we’re going to a NT property, we’re going to eat out there because
the food will be fantastic - then I can hang up my apron and retire
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property’s centenary. “We decided to
use our own apples to make our own
cider to celebrate – we called it 100BC
(Barrington Court)! It was a steep
learning curve, as we didn’t know how
to make cider!” she laughs.
The cider was so popular, however,
that they’ve made it ever since and also
apple juice. “Our trees include lots of
old-fashioned varieties such as Tom
Putt, Slack Ma Girdle and Beauty of
Bath. By using the fruit and selling the
produce we can put money back into
the orchards for their upkeep, to
preserve the old apple varieties; we’ve
now got over 100 varieties.”

Taste of the Past
One of the ways in which the National
Trust has traditionally celebrated both
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its food and its historic properties is
through its cookbooks. Food writer and
historian Sarah Edington, is the author
of five National Trust cookbooks, for
which she travelled extensively, visiting
properties such as Cotehele in Cornwall
and Cliveden in Buckinghamshire to
track down and research recipes.
“I found some very good recipes,
which I still enjoy cooking at home
myself, a wonderful lemon tart from
Chirk Castle, a seed cake from
Buckland Abbey and a Golden Cider
Soup from Montacute House, which
I adore.”
Award-winning food writer Sybil
Kapoor celebrated the Trust’s famous
baking heritage with her elegant,
ingredients-focussed Simply Baking
cookbook last year, based on the idea
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that “what we grow, shapes what we
cook”. Inspired by the kitchen gardens
she came across, her latest book for the
National Trust is The Great British
Vegetable Cookbook.
“The message I got about food from
the National Trust was the importance
of sustainability and locality. In the
vegetable book, I’ve arranged it by
season and made it practical for modern
cooks, giving ideas for ways of using
seasonal British produce such as purple
sprouting broccoli, sweet corn and
chard, which no one ever seems to
know what to do with!”
The power of food to convey a sense
of place is a recurrent theme in the
National Trust’s food policy. “We want to
create love of place and food is a great
vehicle for that,” observes Harry Heeley.
In an innovative step, as part of the
London Project, the National Trust are
working with creative partnership The
Art of Dining, comprising of Morotrained chef Ellen Parr and set designer
Alice Hodge, to hold a series of pop-up
supper clubs at a number of National
Trust properties.
“The National Trust is about
connecting people with places and
that’s what Art of Dining do, too. They

take places and explore and unpack
their history,” explains London Project
programme manager Joseph Watson.
While there were obviously
considerable conservation issues to be
aware of in staging supper parties in
National Trust properties, Joseph feels
that “using food as an experience
communicates something about those
places in a way which no ordinary
visit will.”
For her part, Alice is relishing
working with the National Trust. “Their
properties are beautiful pieces of our
history and offer these rich and amazing
themes which we can then build on to
make an experience. In a way, we bring
the properties to life. We were eating in
the grand dining hall at Rainham Hall
and suddenly the house is buzzing
and alive.”
Their next event is The Servants’
Supper, taking place at Ham House,
Richmond in November. “The theme
will be the servants having fun – a mix
of theatrical and party vibe and the
history and beauty of the venue.
Managers from other National Trust
properties came to the last event and
they were really excited. I feel like this
is just the beginning.”

